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Snow cover has a well-known thermal insulation effect on underlying soils. Similarly, 
the freeze-up and subsequent thaw of soils can lead to a period of isothermal 
conditions due to latent heat exchange of freezing and thawing soil water, known as a 
zero-curtain effect. These thermal effects are known for permafrost and seasonal frost 
environments. Here, impacts of snow cover on soil heat and water fluxes are 
evaluated for the maritime diurnal frost environment of Marion Island. Snowfall and 
snow cover is described from direct observations by Holness for the year 1999 
(Holness, 2001). Ground temperature and soil moisture records at 200m, 750m and 
I OOOm as! are used to demonstrate the effects of snow cover on the ground thermal 
and moisture regime. Effects of zero-curtain conditions are demonstrated in absence 
of snow. Snow cover is shown to occur for a significant part of the year at altitudes 
above 400m as!. and is an important modifier of the ground climate. As radiation 
inputs are buffered by the snow, the ground heat flux establishes a balance with the 
latent heat exchange of the melting snow. Surface temperatures stabilize at the 
melting point of ice, similar to a zero-curtain effect. Meltwater percolation at the end 
of the snow cover period may induce a rapid cooling down the soil profile. 
Ground temperature profiles at 750m as! show snow insulation to result in isothermal 
soil profiles. In the absence of snow, an effective zero-curtain effect establishes at 
depths of 10-20cm during winter. Complex heat flows by water advection and water 
vapour transport continue beneath the zero-curtain zone in response to the repeated 
phase changes of water near the surface. In contrast to polar regions, maritime diurnal 
soil frost environments snow cover not only exhibits a direct thermal insulation effect 
but is shown to act as a distinct source of cooling on underlying soils. The zero
curtain effect is shown to be a prominent feature in this environment and reveals 
complex latent heat exchange mechanisms that result in a similar thermal insulation 
effect as snow. On Marion Island, both snow and the zero-curtain effect lower the 
winter mean ground temperatures to values close to the freezing point of water, to at 
least 80cm depth. The soil frost cycle frequency-intensity is increasingly reduced by 
snow cover with increasing altitude. 
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Diurnal soil frost environments are mostly studied in a continental context. In 
contrast, the maritime sub-Antarctic possesses a highly maritime climate that has been 
shown to result in highly effective conditions for soil frost processes1

• In addition, soil 
displacement by frost is now recognised as having important interactions with 
terrestrial ecosystems in the sub-Antarctic region and on Marion Island specifically. A 
review of the ground thermal attributes on Marion Island demonstrates the low diurnal 
and seasonal soil temperature ranges on the island. It also provides the first 
approximations of the altitudinal lapse rates and the general increase in soil frost 
activity with altitude. Lowland environments are characterized solely by diurnal 
freezing with a large number of surficial freeze-thaw cycles while high altitude areas 
are distinguished by longer term freezing events and deeper soil frost penetration 
associated with the zero-curtain effect and snow cover (see Boelhouwers - poster). 
The recorded ground temperature data indicate a rapid decrease in frost cycle 
frequency-intensity with depth and permafrost has not been measured. Isolated 
pockets of permafrost exist in valley floors above 1000 a.s.l and are linked to 
perennial snow and ice patches (see Boelhouwers - poster). A reduction in winter 
snow cover due to climate amelioration could offset some of the consequences of 
current climate warming on soil frost conditions. Noticeable shortcomings of the 
current published ground temperature dataset are, first, that data are restricted to the 
eastern part of the island, which is known to undergo more continental conditions than 
the rest of the island. Second, temperature data are lacking for the mid-altitudinal 
(300-600m as!) areas where ecosystem interactions are potentially greatest. Third, 
Island-scale aspect variations in ground temperature and, fourth, moisture and energy 
balance drivers of the ground climate on Marion Island, are poorly understood at 
present. 

1. Boelhouwers, J. C., Holness, S. & Sumner, P.D. The maritime Subantarctic: A 
distinct periglacial environment. Geomorphology 52, 39-55 (2003). 
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